KBRS ShowerSeat™ Installation Guide
The following Installation Guide is intended to provide an easy to follow step by step process for the
installation of a KBRS ShowerSeat™. The KBRS ShowerSeat™ comes fully waterproofed with minimal in the field
steps to properly install. When installing any KBRS tileable wet area substrate you should also consider the
recommendations and standards established for wet area tile installations set forth by the Tile Council of North
America, Inc. For any further assistance please contact KBRS Technical Services.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
		

Clean and remove any debris and/or contaminants from the surfaces in the area that the
ShowerSeat™ will be installed. All surfaces should be clean, plumb and true.

2.
		
		

Dry-fit the ShowerSeat™ to ensure proper size/fit. Cut-to-fit, if required, so that ShowerSeat™
fits properly into desired location. Use a construction marker to trace around the seat as an outline
for the area where modified thin-set will be applied.

3.
		
		

Mix the polymer modified thin-set per manufactures instructions. Apply modified thin-set mortar
to the marked areas using a 1/4” U or V-shaped notched trowel. Spread thin-set evenly across the
surface so that notches of thin-set mortar are consistent throughout.

4.
		

Apply modified thin-set to parts of the ShowerSeat™ that will butt-up against the shower wall(s)
and floor with the same trowel as above (ie…butter seat).

5.
Firmly press the ShowerSeat™ into place and apply a bead of ShowerSeal® Polyurethane Sealant
		(or equal) around all perimeter edges of the ShowerSeat™. Tool excess polyurethane sealant into
		the joints.
NOTE:
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The top surface of the seat should slope toward the drain (away from wall). This can be accomplished
by adding a slightly thicker layer of thin-set to the top/back edges of the seat. Ensure that the seat is
firmly embedded in thin-set.

